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. Sketch for “The Girl with the Sunﬂowers,” 
(Skitse til “Pigen med solsikkerne”)
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his sketch is very close to the ﬁnished painting, one of the artist’s most important works. The Girl with
the Sunﬂowers, ⅓ x  ft. ( x  cm), painted in  (Fig. A), was purchased by Statens Museum for
Kunst in  after the artist’s death.
A young girl standing with a copper vessel ﬁlled with sunﬂowers is a simple everyday motif, which the
artist has made monumental by means of the arrangement and grouping within the framework of the picture. The girl is standing indirectly illuminated on the threshold between two rooms. Behind her, from the
darkness inside, there is a glimpse of the garden, bathed in ﬁerce sunlight. Warm, golden brown colors
dominate the picture and form a powerful contrast to the window and the conspicuously bright shades of
blue in the sheer curtains.
Michael Ancher was a great admirer of the Dutch painters from the Golden Age of Dutch painting,
Pieter de Hooch (–) and Vermeer van Delft (–), a debt to the th century he gladly
acknowledged. The fact that here, for the ﬁrst time, he allowed one shade of color to dominate is undoubtedly due to familiarity with the color harmonies of James McNeill Whistler (–).
The artist had long left his youth behind when he ﬁrst went on a short visit to Paris in . He was not
able to have a prolonged study-visit there until , when he and Anna Ancher spent six months. That year
Paris was hosting the great world fair. Here they made a much closer acquaintance with French art as a
result of the retrospective special exhibition of  years
of French art, and they supplemented this with studies in
the Louvre. They also saw the Danish section, in which
they themselves were exhibiting, as well as the exhibitions
of art from many other countries. There was ample
opportunity for discussions with their many artist friends
who were also in Paris, and to make new acquaintances.
The Girl with the Sunﬂowers was painted during the
summer afterward, when Ancher had returned home to
Skagen ﬁlled with new impressions. The girl in the painting is Maren Brems, the family maid. The ﬂowers grew in
the Brøndum family’s old garden, close to the old garden
house, Michael and Anna’s ﬁrst home. The art historian
Hanne Westergaard has suggested that the artist’s interest
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in sunﬂowers might be related to van Gogh (–),
The Girl with the Sunflowers, 
who during these same years was painting sequences of
(Pigen med solsikkerne)
this spectacular ﬂower and with whom a few Danish
Oil on canvas, ⅓ x  ft. ( x  cm), Statens Museum for
Kunst. There is a second version of the motif in the Michael painters had connections.
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and Anna Ancher house, now a museum in Skagen.
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